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        The Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N has a Flex Boom Arm  Mic Boom Style
The Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N supports Noise Cancelling
Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N Datasheet
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        Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N Headset
Nowadays with the innovation in the field of technology, a great advancement has also been seen in enhancing the qualities of voice systems. Different organizations use high quality audible sound systems which help them to communicate well with their clients and partners. Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N presents you another excellent voice quality system with an innovation of HW251N headset. This is a highly technical and efficient headset which provides quality sound and excellent speech quality and help you communicate effectively with others
The main quality features of Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N headset are as follows:
The connectivity of this headset is wired i.e. it is connected to the computer system of a firm or an office locality through wires. The new standards of computer telephony are met by this quality headset
It has a noise cancelling feature on the microphone boom. With the help of this feature, you can cancel out the noise coming in the speech
The headset has over-the-head design, with the help of which you can wear it over your head without any unease. The flexible, comfortable and bendable microphones are also attached with the headset
The number of ear pieces attached to this headset is one (monaural), still the voice quality is very clear and perceptible
The earphones ensure clarity of the speech, thus making the communication easier
The receiver side ensures a very clear voice from the other end, and prevents you from repeating the things
This headset has a quick call feature, with the help of which you can receive and make a call within seconds without causing any kind of delay
Some headsets of Plantronics have binaural style as well, with the help of which you can easily cut the extra background noises coming from the other side. This excellent feature helps you to hear the speech comfortably without any noise. Communication becomes quite comfortable with the help of this feature
There is a quick disconnect feature available with this headset, with the help of which you can easily walk away from your phone while wearing your headset
These headsets have 2 years warranty
The Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N is an excellent source of communication which can be professionally used with great satisfaction. They are excellent headsets which provide a superior voice quality with great reliability. They have a stylish, light weighted and a very comfortable design, due to which they can be used very easily for the entire day. They are flexible, easy to use and provide the best audible sound ever. If you want a good headset system for your office to be used professionally, then purchase the excellent and versatile SupraPlus HW251N headset right now!

For further Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N Headset features please click here
For the Plantronics SupraPlus HW251N Headset user manual click here
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Connectivity	Wired
	Noise Cancelling	Yes
	Headset Style	Over the head
	Mic Boom Style	Flex Boom Arm 
	Number Of Ear Pieces	One (Monaural)
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